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Bike racing game apk

Racing games are among the most popular in all mobile games. It's a very competitive genre and there are a ton of actually good options. Racing games were one of the first to use phone hardware using the accelerometer as a steering wheel type to drive cars. There are other control methods, but turning the phone is a classic racing component. It is also one of the most diverse genres with a great
selection of both free play and premium options. Here are the best racing games for Android! Price: Free to playAsphalt 9: Legends is the newest racing game from Gameloft and the newest popular Asphalt franchise. It offers excellent graphics, solid mechanics, and metric tons of content to play through. This includes over 800 events, weekly and monthly events, and online PvP action. You also get up to
50 cars to unlock, various upgrades, and more. Its free-to-air strategy is a little more aggressive than we would normally like. However, aside from it, it's a good arcade racing title with some of the best graphics of any racing game. Asphalt 8: Airborne is still actively updated as well if you want a more mature name. In addition, Asphalt Xtreme is another excellent arcade racer with a franchise, but with off-
road vehicles. Beach Buggy Racing 2Price: Free playSules Buggy Racing 2 is very similar to games like Mario Kart. This is karting racing with a variety of special abilities to give you an edge. Players race across different tracks in different places, each with their own obstacles. The game includes 45 power-ups, over 40 karts to collect, online PvP, various customizations, and a few different game modes.
We want it to have some tertiary features like offline playback and Google Play game achievements. After all, this is a Vector Unit game, the same for developers in the Riptide GP series. The Riptide series has these types of features. Otherwise, it's a good game. CSR Racing 2Price: Free to playSUsisu series is one of the most popular racing games out there. CSR Racing 2 is a drag racing game. You
buy cars by adding upgrades, and then racing. It offers campaign mode with great races. You will also be able to conduct online racing against people if you wish. There are plenty of cars to collect and the graphics are actually pretty good. This is a good time for the killer racing genre. CSR Racing 2 is a freemium game. It doesn't make it bad, but it's something to be aware of. Dirt Trackin 2 Price: $3.99Dirt
Trackin 2 is the sequel to one of the more great racing games on mobile. The result is also pretty good. The game features five class cards, career mode, customizable cards, and a few different control schemes. In addition, it boasts above average mechanics, a variety of difficulties, and a customizable control player along with PvP multiplayer. Of course, graphics are not the best compared to most games
on this list, but they are better than the first game in the series. However level of adaptation and the content itself than that. It's cheap premium racing with no in-app purchases or ads. Grand Prix StoryPrice: The $4.99Grand Prix Story is a racing sim from Kairosoft. Developers are really good at making quirky, simple simulation games with decent mechanics. You're going to be the boss of your team. It puts
you in charge of training drivers, acquiring sponsors, and winning as many races as possible. It's a good approach for those who like racing, but prefers a more hands-off approach. Those looking for real experience may be disappointed. However, it's still not a bad game. It's also a paid game with no in-app purchases. GRID AutosportPrice: $9.99GRID Autosport is a computer version port. It was also one
of the best games to be started in all of 2019. The game boasts 100 cars along with 100 total races. The game is focused on single player experience and you not only get adjustable difficulty, but different racing styles and little niceties like hardware controller support. This is one of the easiest suggestions on the list because it feels so complete. The price tag is a bit high, but you get a full PC game along
with all dlc at this one price, so it's hard to complain too much. This is one of the good ones, trust us. Hill Climb Racing 2Price: Free to playHill Climb Racing 2 is one of the newer racing games for Android. It features a simple premise, colourful graphics, and simple controls. You will be racing up and down the hills against opponents. It sounds easier than it really is. Players can also customize their vehicles,
tune them to behave in a certain way, and more. The game includes campaign, online multiplayer mode, achievements, daily tasks, and challenges. It also works pretty well on older devices. It's a freemium game. It's not special, but we just wanted to let you know. It is also available as an offline racing game as well. Horizon ChasePrice: Free / $2.99Horizon Chase was one of the best racing games of
2015. It features retro-inspired graphics, there is also a lot to do. It features dozens of tracks, various cars to unlock, and more. What makes this game unique is that it has complete Android TV support, NVIDIA Shield TV support, and you can use most game controllers with it. There is also an online multiplayer mode and leaderboard round out from the experience. The free version is a demo that allows you
to try some of the songs for free. The paid version is a skimpy $2.99. Developers are still adding new events as well, and we couldn't be happier. Yes, you can play this racing game offline as well. Kartrider Rush+ Price: Free to play Kartrider Rush+ is an arcade style kart racer. The game has several game modes, including speed mode, arcade mode, ranked mode, and story mode. There are even time
trials for you to reduce your time on each track. In addition, there are various Your racing to make it the way you want. There are also To help you in the middle of the race. Mechanics are fun enough, even if they lack realism. Game updates are coming fast and some characters are locked behind paywalls. We're not fans of that part, but the rest of the game is pretty good. Mario Kart TourPrice: The free-
to-playMario Kart Tour briefly held the record as the most powerful mobile game to start in history until Call of Duty: Mobile came about a few weeks later. The mobile version of the game is a bit timed down from the console experience, but there's enough there to feel like a Mario Kart game, not just another mobile racer. You can unlock different riders from mushroom kingdom, compete in different races,
and have a couple of different game modes as well. It even supports multiplayer after the mid-2020 update. Nintendo needs to tone down micro-deals a bit, but otherwise it's a delightful mobile arcade racing with just enough Mario Kart to feel like a Mario Kart game. Motorsport Manager Mobile 3Price: $3.99 with in-app purchasesMotorsport Manager Mobile 3 is one of the newer racing games on mobile.
Technically, it's a racing simulator. However, there are some actual racing mechanics in the game as well. You start with a fictional racing team. You hire staff, improve your business, make your car better, and win a lot of races and events. It's a surprisingly all-encompassing game. You have to plan each pit stop and train your riders to race better. Graphics are not as good as some others on this list.
However, as a racing sim, it is probably one of the best of 2018 during this writing. It's a casual bug and probably some balancing issues, but these are very minor complaints. This game is great. Real Drift Car RacingPrice: Free /$0.99/With in-app purchasesReal Drift Car Racing is a game that focuses mainly on drifting. You will be racing around the corners trying to get an edge against your opponents. It
comes with different difficulties based on your skill level. There are also common features including cars to unlock, campaign mode, various tracks, and tuning options. Unlike most, this is a free and paid version. The paid version still contains in-app purchases, but it will get rid of advertising and unlock additional content. It's not bad overall. Real Racing 3Price: Free to playReal Racing 3 is one of the more
realistic racing games on our list that gives some confidence in the name of the game. It is also a favorite among our readers. The game is full of content, including more than 100 cars from various manufacturers, various game modes including real-time multiplayer, and even games racing tracks are digital versions of real racing tracks. There are over 2,000 total events with different rules and types of
races. This is pretty old so we wouldn't blame you for wanting something a little recently. There is a ton of content to play through with this one, though. Riptide GP seriesPrice: $2.99 each is one of the most woefully under-the-radar racing games in the series out there. This is a waverunner game where you don jet ski and race against opponents. Renegade is in campaign mode, online multiplayer mode,
and a variety of other little things to have fun. It even includes local multiplayer mode with up to four players per machine (if you have enough controllers). The other two games in the series, Riptide GP 2 is also really good. Vector Unit also has no other racing games like Beach Buggy Blitz, which is really good. Frankly, Vector Unit's racing games are premium racing games for Android, perhaps. It is also
one of the best offline racing games for Android as well. The latest game is free using google play pass if you use it. Top Speed 2Price: Free to playTop Speed 2 is the successor to Top Speed, a racing game that topped over ten million downloads. The second game in the series is actually pretty good as well. The game boasts over 70 unlockable cars, surprisingly deep tuning mode, various one and
multiplayer game modes, leaderboards, different customizations, and more. The graphics are also pretty good with a lot of small parts for car fans. Mechanics and game play are not too difficult though, and like all free play games, the grind becomes more intense over time. The developer, T-Bull, has quite a large selection of racing games, and they're all pretty decent. If we missed any of the best racing
games for Android, tell us about them in the comments! Comments!
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